Perspective

Arts & Culture

Arts & Culture

Providing sustainable and innovative real estate solutions

We believe that Arts & Culture is a mirror of society. It

The impact of the built environment extends beyond the

presents the past or the present. The aim is that visitors

functional and into the joy of living. In hospitals, building

leave an arts & culture building in a different state from

design can aid recovery, in schools it can assist learning and

when they entered. At Royal HaskoningDHV, a good
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in offices, promote communication and innovation.

museum stimulates a sense of wonder.

Art Conditioning, Display & Security
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New buildings can and are incorporating the best of recent

The theatre and museum buildings are inextricably

Sustainability			
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innovations and the benefits are quantifiable. But what of

connected to their environment. Furthermore, it is a

our existing stock? Updating, re-engineering or rescuing

microcosm of the public domain. Where the stage is
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existing buildings presents different challenges and

concerned, a theatre is a place where stories are told and

Heritage and Archaological Services
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requires smart ways of thinking to realise the opportunities

worlds are shown. The audience enters the room, the lights

in sustainable ways.

go out and they are transported to a different reality. Really
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Introduction

Royal HaskoningDHV Arts & Culture

good shows and performances allow the audience to forget
At Royal HaskoningDHV, we value our built heritage and

where they are for a moment. For Royal HaskoningDHV, a

have proved highly successful in bringing new life to old

good theatre stimulates the imagination.

buildings. At the same time, our work at the forefront
of innovation in new-build technology enables us to
introduce sustainable and future-proof features

The stage expressly tries to draw the audience in, and then
brings about a change in the visitor.

across all our projects.
A good theatre or museum asks a lot of the building. Its
design is an issue which primarily revolves around the
people who use the building. We always ensure that this
key issue is at the centre of our dialogue with our Client.
Our wide technical expertise and experience allows us to
convert specific requirements into innovative solutions.
3
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Arts & Culture Services
Expertise in all Museum Functionalities
1. Galleries		

2. Office 		

3. Conference rooms

4. Auditorium

5. Royal Gallery

6. Panoramic Resturant

7. Atelier

8. Entrance hall

9. Power generation

10. Parking		

11. Library

12. Conditioned Art

13. Food Storage

14. Landscaping

6. Panoramic Resturant
5. Royal Gallery
2. Offices

3. Conference rooms
4. Auditorium

1. Galleries

8. Entrance hall

7. Atelier
11. Library

10. Parking
4
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13. Food storage

14. Landscaping
12. Conditioned art depot

9. Power generation &
distribution
5
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Art Conditioning, Display & Security
Museum Climate Control

Daylight Applications

•

Dedicated Micro Climate for art conditioning

•

Glass Facades and Roofs

•

Climate Walls

•

Daylight Penetration

•

Concrete Core Activation

•

Combined Daylight and Artificial Lighting

•

Dynamic Temperature and Humidity Control

•

Daylight Simulations

•

Second Skin Façades

•

Measurement and Monitoring

•

Air Pollution Control (indoor / outdoor)

•

Integrated Installations

•

Combined air-conditioning purposes

•

Measurement and Monitoring

Fire fighting, Safety & Security
•

Fire & Smoke Detection

Artificial Lighting

•

Fire Suppression

•

UV Control and Monitoring

•

Smoke Control

•

Accent Lighting

•

Evacuation Systems

•

Adaptable Lighting

•

CCTV

•

Wall Washes

•

Access Control

•

Artificial Lighting Simulation

•

Fire & Smoke Simulations

•

Measurement and Monitoring

•

Egress Simulations
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Sustainability

Green buildings

Renewable Energy

•

Energy and water demand reduction

•

Solar air dehumidification

•

Healthy Indoor Air Quality

•

Photo-Voltaic Cells

•

Long Term Energy Storage

•

Solar Water Heaters

•

Minimize Building Materials

•

Wind Energy

Sustainability Assessment and Simulations
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•

Whole Building Dynamic Simulations

•

Computational Fluid Dynamic Simulations

9
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Scope of Services

Planning aspects

Project Management

•

Site selection

•

Planning

•

Planning

•

Quality Control

•

Cost Estimates

•

Quantity Surveying

•

Technical and Environmental Due Diligences

•

Document Control

•

Permitting

•

Risk Advice

•

Transport Planning

•

Overall Project - Construction Management

•

Public consultation

•

Technical Supervision

•

Landscape

•

Commissioning & Start-up Assistance

Engineering

10
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•

Feasibility Studies

•

Project Definition

•

Owner’s Project Requirements

•

Conceptual Design

•

Detailed Engineering & Design

•

As-Built Documentation Control

•

Measurement, Monitoring

11
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Heritage and Archaeological Services
The challenge

The Royal HaskoningDHV team:

ports and harbours to housing, and mining to renewables. We

We provide the following archaeological and historic environment

Development and construction activities can often be subject

Aims to identify and understand archaeological risks as early in

successfully deliver desk-based assessments and appraisals,

services for onshore and offshore development activities in the

to restrictions associated with the historic environment, which

the planning process and project life-cycle as possible

heritage statements, specialised chapters for EIA, written

UK and overseas:

includes archaeology and cultural heritage. Local planning

Assesses and finds the best solutions for suitable and acceptable

schemes of investigation and mitigation strategies. We have

Feasibility studies and optioneering

authorities, curators and regulators apply a range of general

evaluation and subsequent mitigation of potential impacts on

extensive knowledge and experience of regulatory compliance

Master planning input

and project specific requirements and conditions. These can be

heritage assets. This is carried out in a manner appropriate to

requirements, and legislation, policy and guidance, both nationally

Initial site appraisal, screening and scoping

both complex and stringent, requiring detailed negotiation and

the assets’ significance

and internationally.

Statutory consultee and stakeholder engagement

progression of robust, convincing and effective strategies to meet

Helps reduce the possibility of adverse financial and commercial

expectations and requirements, alongside high quality reporting.

implications to project programme, delivery and budget

Heritage statements
Scope of services provided
Our

heritage

specialists

Desk-based appraisals, assessments and field
sit

within

a

multi-disciplinary

reconnaissance (walkover) surveys

Our approach

Our solutions and experience

environment team. Aside from heritage and archaeology, we have

Environmental statement chapters

Archaeological risks can include:

Royal HaskoningDHV provides consultancy services for a wide

in-house experts in traffic and transport, ecology, landscape, noise

Written schemes of investigation (WSI’s)

Direct and indirect effects on specific known heritage assets

range of public and private sector clients and is regularly appointed

and vibration, air quality, geology, land quality, contaminated land,

Mitigation strategies

(both designated and undesignated)

to independently audit and progress Environmental Statements,

hydrogeology, geomorphology, carbon and sustainability, EIA and

Discharge of planning conditions

The potential for previously unknown archaeological remains

particularly for high profile projects. We use our clear and

consenting, and social and health impact assessment.

Fieldwork design, management and supervision

Impacts on a wider heritage resource, such as an important

comprehensive understanding of legislation and planning policy

Archaeological risk management

historic landscape

to provide a wide range of Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)

Subcontractor procurement, coordination and

Our experienced experts support clients through the development

technical services. We are responsible for the project management

management

process, offering independent and impartial advice from project

and associated technical delivery of various archaeological and

Facilitation of onshore and offshore survey work

conception to completion, and subsequent operation. Working in

cultural heritage projects, as well as historic environment chapters

partnership with ourclients and wider project teams.

of EIAs, for development sectors ranging from

12
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Qatar Foundation Education City – Central Library, Doha
The Education City is located in Doha, the capital and

The Central Library will provide a social space for study

economical center of Qatar. Central Library for Education

with access from all campus institutions. In the center

City, Qatar Foundation Headquarters Building and the

of the building, in the basement, a special collection of

Rand Qatar Policy Institute, are located in the South Zone,

publications is displayed. In the center and below the north

Zone 1 the Campus Core.

slab of the main floor a seating / study area is provided. The
books are arranged on three larger tiers, providing enclosure

Participation in the process of designing the Central

on all sides. A 30 m wide bridge spans the entire length of

Library, Qatar Foundation Headquarters Building and the

the building and connects the three tiers together. The

Rand Qatar Policy Institute as a sub-consultant of OMA:

bridge contains open and closed reading rooms, computer

internal and external sound insulation, room acoustics,

stations, café and exhibition spaces

environmental and building services noise.
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Client: 		

Office for Metropolitan Architecture)

Architect: 		

OMA

Scope: 		

Acoustics

Period: 		

2007 - 2008
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Taipei Performing Arts Center, Taiwan
The Office for Metropolitan Architecture in Rotterdam has

The Grand Theater will be used for drama and opera. Both

designed the Taipei Performing Arts Center in Taiwan with

types of shows require different acoustics. This is achieved

three theaters. RHDHV is responsible on behalf of the OMA

by designing a movable ceiling. Opening parts of the ceiling

for the acoustic design.

increases the volume, and increases the reverberation time
increases.

The building is designed as a glass cube about 50 m high
with a floor area of 40,000 m2. The three theaters cantilever

The Proscenium Theater spherical Play House is less flexible

as solid masses from this cube. The architect wants to

and is designed for traditional theater.

create the image of a theatrical machine: an engine with

Through windows in a “public route” the public can have

its components. On top of the building outdoor small

many glimpses of different back stage areas. Double

performances can take place on an open air terrace with a

window and wall constructions are installed along this

bar, accessible through a "public loop".

route to prevent unwanted noise and vibrations caused by
the public entering the theaters.

The Grand Theatre with an angled floor and the Multiform

The final design was finished in 2011, further elaboration

Theatre with a flat floor, are located at the same level. Using

will be carried out by local parties in Taiwan. RHDHV will

movable partitions the back stage areas can be divided, the

remain involved as a consultant to monitor the acoustic

opening stage (the proscenium) can be entirely removed.

concept.

The two theaters can be combined by removing these
movable partition walls between the back stages, creating
a super theater.

18
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Client: 		

TPAC Taipei

Architect: 		

OMA Asia (Hongkong)

		

Artech Architects (Taipei)

Scope: 		

Acoustics
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CCTV en TVCC Beijing, China
The design of O.M.A. for the CCTV New Site consists

technical support labs for program receiving, transmission

of two high-rise buildings with a strong relation and a

and communications This department will not be open

separate guards building. The main building (CCTV HQ)

to the public; Program Production Department; various

with all the TV production and Broadcasting services is

production

approximately 228 m high and build on a square plinth.

rooms, program library, storehouses, dressing rooms. This

In this main building a lot of functions are incorporated.

department is partly open to the public

Besides the Production, News, Broadcasting, Service and

Internal Business Department; rooms for professional

Administration divisions, the Staff and Senior Decision-

training, business exchange, academic research - service

makers are seated here as well. From an acoustic point of

and auxiliary functions, food supply, medical service,

view the importance lies with the many (types of) studio-

stationery, sports centre, logistics warehouses, parking lots.

studios,

audio

studios,

post-production

and control rooms which have to be customized for their
function, but also the rooms for Staff and Senior Decision-

The second building– the 159 m high Television Culture

makers have to be very comfortable.

Centre (TVCC) – accommodates visitors. This building will
consist of a hotel and a large theatre. Also spaces such

This 52 story building will consist of the following

as audio recording studios, a digital cinema, AV rooms,

functional divisions:

multifunctional spaces, exhibition space, a bookshop and a

Administration and Management Department;

news release hall are housed in this building. This building

News Production and Broadcasting Department; offices

will be open to the public.

for interviewing, news writing and editing, broadcasting
studios, post production rooms, news material library,

Client: 		

20
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China Central Television

Architect:		

OMA, Rotterdam/Ecadi Shanghai

		

Rem Koolhaas, Ole Scheeren

Scope: 		

Acoustics
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Wyly Theatre, Dallas, USA
The non-profit Dallas Center for the Performing Arts

The Multi-Form Theatre will stage productions of the Dallas

Foundation, Inc manages the fundraising, design and

Theater Center, Dallas Black Dance Theatre and others. The

construction of the new Dallas Center for the Performing

theatre will have flexible stage and seating configurations,

Arts (DCPA). The DCPA will be based at the heart of the Dallas

putting special demands to the acoustic requirements.

Arts District and will include a 575 seat Multi-Form Theatre.
A big challenge was to meet the architect’s vision to
create an open building by designing a theatre with glass
facades! Despite the fact the theatre is projected in a noisy
environment with road traffic and air traffic noise the
requirements could be met with a glazing package of only
2” (5 cm).
The building was finished in April 2009 and the
inauguration took place in October 2009.
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Client: 		

Dallas Center for the Performing Arts (DCPA)

Architect: 		

OMA/REX/Kendall Heaton

Scope: 		

Consultant
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Grand Palais, Lille, France
Inserted in the ring of the former fortifications of Lille,

The edges of the plinth towards the city are animated

between the historic center and the periphery, Congrexpo

with the reception and other daylight oriented programs.

is a hybrid building with a programmatic mixture of

The edge towards the service road is on the same higher

congress, exhibition and a pop concert hall ("Zenith").

level as the road, allowing lorries to deliver straight into the
exhibition halls.

Each program has its own zone in the building, arranged so

24
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that the interfaces create new programmatic opportunities.

The Zenith is meant for pop music events, shows, etc up

In an east-west direction these zones are autonomous,

to 6,000 people. The Congress area contains a 1,500 place

while in the north-south direction they are connected. The

conference auditorium, 500 place auditorium, 3,500

large amphitheatre-like auditoria are placed back to back,

m2 congress exposition space, 2x200 place conference/

to form a bridge, leaving below a large reception space.

class rooms12x80 place conference rooms and 2,500 m2

The vertical layering of the building starts with a plinth for

administrative offices. The Expo contains a 20,000 m2

parking and deliveries.

exposition space sub dividable into 3 equal spaces.

Client: 		

SAEM Euralille, Lille, France

Architects:

OMA Rotterdam, FM Delhaye Caille

Scope: 		

Acoustics
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Bibliotheque Municipal, Caen, France
The Library for the city of Caen is a new building designed

The characteristic of this building is the large open library

by OMA / Barcode. The site is located at the Bassin Saint-

space on the first floor. This room has a double height and

Pierre. This port is mainly used for recreation.The quay will

glazed facades.

be transformed into a boulevard creating a connection

At ground level a restaurant, an auditorium and an

between the center and a former industrial site where a

exhibition space are provided. The offices and the children's

pop stage and the Ecole Supérieure d'Arts & Medias de

department are on the third floor.

Caen are located. At this boulevard cultural activities can
take place.
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Client: 		

Caen Municipal

Architect: 		

OMA

Planning: 		

2010 – 2014

Scope: 		

Acoustic Consultant
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Cultural Center “Martien van Doorne” The Netherlands
Cultural Centrum Martien van Doorne is located in the city

Cultural Centrum Martien van Doorne houses and

centre of Deurne, the Netherlands. The building provides

combines several cultural activities. The Academy for Music

area for a theatre, a multifunctional room, a music school

and Dance (AMD) is situated in the music school which is

(AMD) and a rehearsal room (KHD). The building is part of

connected to the main building by a void which provides

a bigger complex, which also contains shops and dwellings.

extra daylight into the music school. The rehearsal room for
the brass band of Deurne (Koninklijke Harmonie Deurne,

Participation in the process of designing and constructing

KHD) is situated on the ground floor, only separated from

Cultural Centrum Martien van Doorne on the following

the theatre by a corridor. Besides for performances of KHD

aspects: internal and external sound insulation, room

and AMD, the main theatre (365 retractable seats) is also

acoustics, environmental and building services noise as

used for theatre plays, musicals, festivities etc.. On the

well as day lighting.

first level a multifunctional room (100 retractable seats) is
foreseen, which will be mainly used as cinema, but is also
useful for music and speech performances.
All these functions combined in one building demands
for creativity on the different acoustical aspects, as sound
insulation and room acoustics. As the building is located
nearby dwellings, the restriction of sound emission (music
and service equipment as well) is another acoustical
challenge in this project.

Client: 		

Gemeente Deurne

Architect: 		

DSA Stedenbouw en architecture

Mechanical Engineer: Kuijpers BV
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Contractor:

Hurks bouw zuid

Size: 		

12.000m2 (7000 m2 excluding parking garage)
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Bijlmer Parktheater Amsterdam
Bijlmer Park Theater is located in the Bijlmer Park in

The ellipse shaped building houses and combines several

Amsterdam Zuidoost. The building will be used for

cultural activities. The multifunctional hall is situated

talent development, cultural education, production and

in the centre of building and is surrounded by the foyer,

programming. This unique, modern building houses a

studios and offices. The multifunctional auditorium and

multifunctional auditorium and 3 rehearsal studios. Offices

studios are used by four professional organizations: Circus

are situated on the highest level.

Elleboog, Krater Theater, de Jeugtheaterschool en de
Theaterwerkplaats.

Participation in the process of designing Bijlmer Park
Theater on the following aspects: internal and external

The design of the multifunctional hall is based on the

sound insulation, room acoustics, environmental and

users’ requirements. Circus Elleboog for example needs

building services noise.

a 7 meter high room for acrobatics, trapeze and juggling
acts, while the preference of the other users is a theatre.
The auditorium is therefore rectangular shaped with the
possibility of adding an arena shaped audience area.
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Client: 		

Ontwikkelingsbedrijf Gemeente Amsterdam on

		

behalf of Stadsdeel Zuidoost

Architect: 		

Architectenbureau Paul de Ruiter

Scope of Service:

Acoustics
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Park Theater Eindhoven, Netherlands
The Theatre Eindhoven was built in 1964. The decision to

For flexibility reasons the new theatre has a telescope

enlarge the existing theatre with a second theatre was

tribune with non-fixed seatings and a moveable floor area

made because of the need for more flexible programming

for the orchestra. The hall has no real fly tower, but an

and variation in cultural programming. The new theatre

overall raised ceiling.

has a capacity of 500 seats. The design is based on the
multifunctional hall of the Teatro Central in Sevilla.

For the design the so called ‘park concept’ was chosen.
The hall has an operable glass wall on one side to the city
park, which allows multiple uses: either the audience or
the stage can be positioned in the park area. Traditional
theatre, opera, pop concerts and carnival celebrations are
possible functions of this hall. The Theatre Hall is a multi
media machine.
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Client: 		

City Eindhoven

Architect: 		

Architecten|en|en Eindhoven

Scope: 		

Acoustics

Size: 		

Existing 12.000 m2

Extension: 		

5.000 m2
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Kunstilinie Almere, The Netherlands
Almere is earmarked for rapid development into one of

The largest auditorium is to have a mechanically variable

the Netherlands’ largest cities, and its centre is currently

acoustic system, tailored to the architect’s plans and

being completely redesigned by OMA. The striking volume

suitable for musicals and the like staged before an

of the new city centre is to be accounted for largely by a

audience of 1,100, as well as for non-amplified theatrical

new City Theatre and Cultural and Artistic Training Centre

productions and performances of classical music.

(CKV). Japanese architects SANAA, who are quickly building

acoustically insulated structure has been designed for the

up an enviable international reputation, are designing the

CKV to enable simultaneous use of the different rooms

building. Resembling an arrangement of transparent and

without mutual disturbance, while also creating the type

translucent boxes, the centre will form a pier, striding out

of ambience associated with Japanese partition screens.

into a lake called the Weerwater that borders the city centre.
For the acoustic and structural engineering consultants,

The building was completed in 2006.

the challenge is to meet local structural and acoustic
requirements within a Japanese architectural context. The
complex is to contain three auditoriums of various sizes,
plus a variety of music rooms and studios for the CKV. The
qualities of all these facilities have to be consistent with
the rapidly developing needs of the burgeoning city.
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Client: 		

Municipality of Almere, The Netherlands

Size: 		

8.030 m2

Architect: 		

SANAA, Tokyo Japan

Scope: 		

Acoustics
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An

City Theatre, Amsterdam, The Netherlands
The “Stadsschouwburg” Amsterdam will be extended with

Other fields of consultancy are related to the energy rating

a 550 seating theatre. The new theatre will have a flat floor

of the building and the consequences of shadow of the

and will lean over the building of the pop concert hall ‘The

housing in the environment.

Max’ and also over the water of a canal.
The theater is opened in July 2009.
Because the housing is on a short distance special
attention was needed for sound emission. The new theatre
is located directly above the pop concert hall. Because of
the very high sound pressure levels in the pop concert hall
the sound insulation requirements are very exceptional.
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Client: 		

Stadsschouwburg Amsterdam

Architect: 		

Jonkman en Klinkhamer, Amersfoort, NL

Scope: 		

Acoustics
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The new Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam
The Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam is one of the most

The MEP design is integrated in the building construction

distinguished art museums in the world. The building -

and matched with the interior design and the art display

which dates from 1885 and was designed by the renowned

requirements. Therefore an underground infrastructure is

Dutch architect P.J.H. Cuypers – was recently renovated to

made for the ring main for HVAC and energy distribution.

meet the latest standards on conservation of works of art

Cold and heat are produced highly sustainable based on an

without compromising its historical character. With the

underground thermal energy storage system.

design of a high comfort indoor environment, enjoying art
has become an overwhelming experience.

The New Rijksmuseum now contains amongst others a
Royal Gallery, a great number of exposition rooms lit by

40
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Royal Haskoning was responsible for design of all building

daylight, two public inner courtyards, a lecture centre and

services, including elevators and security.

a restaurant.

Client : 		

VROM Rijksgebouwendienst The Hague

Architect :

Cruz y Ortiz Arquitectos

Disciplines :

All building services

GFA : 		

30.000 sqm
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Restoration Haags Gemeente Museum, The Hague
The Municipal Museum in The Hague dates from 1935 and

Minimizing the visible installation was critical. So, the

was designed by the Architect Berlage. The renovation of

original heating system built into the ceiling was reused

this monumental building was unavoidable, on one hand

and a cooling system for the exposition halls was added.

because of the need to put a hold to further deterioration

The original shutters in the museum halls were refitted,

of the building and on the other hand because of the urge

creating a realistic lighting setting through a combination

to return the exterior and interior of the building to its

of natural and artificial lighting.

original state. Additionally, a depot was build underneath
the courtyard to house the museum’s extensive costume

With the introduction of district heating, the existing

collection.

characteristic chimneys were redundant and were
therefore used as fresh outside air inlets for ventilation.

During the design of the climate control system, special

The ground floor of the museum is used as a natural air

attention was paid to possibilities within the confines of

duct to the other floors, since the building did not provide

the existing design of the building.

the necessary space to implement a traditional ventilation

Client : 		

Municipality The Hague

Architect :		

Braaksma & Roos Architects

Disciplines : 		

All building services

Size : 		

19.000 sqm

Development period :

1995-1998

system.
The ventilation system provides basic humidification and
dehumidification of the air in the museum’s exposition
halls. Because of the high flexibility of humidity control
that is required - as a result of the dependence of humidity
on changing numbers of visitors - additional local
humidification and dehumidification is provided through
portable units. These decentral units controlled by the
central climate monitoring and control system.
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Renovation and expansion of the Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam
The largest modern art museum in the Netherlands,

The original building sections were completely renovated

the “Stedelijk Museum” of Amsterdam, is situated in a

and modernized to meet current climate and lighting

monumental building constructed by the renowned

requirements. Strict requirements were set for the air

architect

A.W. Weismann in 1885. In 1995 Royal

quality of the expositions rooms and art depots to ensure

HaskoningDHV was awarded the assignment to fully

the conservation of important works of art. By installing

renovate and expand the original building. An essential

shutters, the combination of natural and artificial lighting,

part of the renovation plans was to return the Weismann

we were able to create a realistic lighting environment

building to its original state to the largest possible extend.

suitable for the displays.
The new extension is a prominent feature on the Amsterdam
Paulus Potterstreet. Nicknamed ‘the Bathtub’, Benthem
Crouwel designed it to maximize the Museumpark and
house all supporting facilities.
Royal HaskoningDHV was responsible for Building Services
and Project Management.
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Client : 		

Municipality Amsterdam

Architect : 		

Avaro Siza Arquitecto (renovation)

		

Bethem Crouwel Architecten (new build)

Disciplines : 		

Project management

		

Building services

Size : 21.500 sqm (ren).

+ 12.000 sqm (new)

Development period :

2001-2004 (renovation)

		

2008 – 2013 (new build)
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Shanghai Natural History Museum, Shanghai
Shanghai Natural History Museum is located at West Beijing

Royal Haskoning applied the most advanced building

Road and No. 2 Shimen Road at Jing’An District, Shanghai

energy simulation technology to make comprehensive

and north to the Jing’An Sculpture Park. The base area is

study of the original design of the Shanghai Natural

12,000m2, total construction area is 45,300m2, in which

Museum. By the use of a series of building energy saving

above-ground floor area is 12,700m2 and underground

techniques including tunnel air supply, automatic electrical

floor area is 32,600m2. The total building height is 18m.

controlled shading system, natural ventilation and the
combination of geothermal heat pump and ice storage,

The design theme of Shanghai Natural Museum is to

the energy consumption of the museum is significantly

display harmony between human and Nature so as to

reduced.

enable buildings to become a natural part in the plot. The
design gives new meanings for building by using modern

The objective for this project is to achieve the LEED Gold

technologies, sustainable structures, distilling landscape

certification.

and building material vocabularies from natural factors,
such as hills, waters, lands and rocks.
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Client : 		

Shanghai Natural History Museum

Architect : 		

Perkins and Will

Disciplines : 		

Building Services

		

Energy Efficient Design & Simulation

		

LEED consultant

GFA : 		

45.300 sqm

MEP costs : 		

€ 7.000.000
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Science Center NEMO, Amsterdam
Science Museum NEMO is a spectacular design by the

Royal HaskoningDHV has provides project management

renowned Italian architect Renzo Piano. Inspired by the

and structural design services. The foundation is placed on

Dutch maritime tradition, the museum takes the shape

top of the existing IJtunnel, a major artery for urban traffic.

of a ship and has become the emerald in the Amsterdam

The solution led to a revolution on the scope of multiple

skyline. In addition the architect gave Amsterdam its own

use of space.

piazza. By making the slightly sloping rooftop accessible for
the public, a new and dynamic city square was created.

After opening, NEMO quickly became one of the top
attractions of Amsterdam , welcoming more than half a

Rather than explaining science and technology by the dry

million visitors on a yearly basis.

facts, the science centre makes the visitor feel, hear, smell
and see how the world works. After a visit to NEMO you will

Client : 		

Nederlands Instituur voor Nijverheid & Techniek

know why bridges are so strong, how to purify water and

Architect : 		

Renzo Piano

Disciplines : 		

Project management

		

Structural Design

GFA: 		

12.000 sqm

how satellites work.
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Royal Museum of the Fine Arts, Antwerp
The original building of the Royal Museum of the Fine Arts

This project is the major showcase for our patented

was opened in 1890. The Flemish government decided in

object acclimatisation system. Benefits for the client are

2008 that the building was not up to standard any more.

greatly reduced investments in ventilation systems, while

Leakages threatened the works of Rubens, Titiaan and

maintaining the highest standards for the arts object. We

Ensor.

would like to refer to the chapter on innovation for more
elaborate information on this subject.

A complete renovation and extension of the current
building complex is led by Claus en Kaan Architects

A big obstacle from a structural point of view was the

Rotterdam. The current four patio’s will be reconfigured

removal of a cold war atom bunker. The bunker is situated

into exhibition spaces.

directly in the centre of the building, just under surface
level. The bunker sport walls up to 1,5 metre wide. Royal
HaskoningDHV has provided the museum with methods
for the demolition, a delicate subject given the monumental
surroundings. In spite of our recommendations, the
contractor was determined to use another method. After
a few month delay, this method was abandoned, and using
the Royal HaskoningDHV proposed demolition method,
the bunker quickly yielded.
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Client : 		

Ministry of the Flemish Community

Architect : 		

Claus en Kaan

Disciplines : 		

Building Services

		

Structural Design

GFA: 		

19.000 sqm

Investment: 		

€ 44 million
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Van Gogh Museum, Amsterdam
The works of one of the greatest artists of our time have

Largest challenge was realising the underground exhibition

found a home the greatest museum in the Netherlands.

room in a continuous floor. Several structural bottlenecks

More than one and a half million visitors a year are inspired

had to be solved to make the architects vision real.

by the works of Vincent van Gogh.
Royal HaskoningDHV was responsible for the programme
The original 1960s plans were designed to welcome up

of requirements, architect selection, project management,

to 100.000 visitors a year. To accommodate the highly

cost management, building physics, procurement and

increased visitor numbers, not only the historical Rietveld-

construction management.

building had to be thoroughly renovated. An elliptical new
design, placed in the ‘Museumpark’, was conceived by the
Japanese architect Kisho Kurokawa.
The contradiction between the two architectural styles
is much discussed and highly acclaimed. The respectful
position star architect Kurokawa took towards ‘De Stijl
master’ Gerrit Rietveld, is shown by the ‘kneeling’ position
of the exhibition building and by the small block extruded
from the ellipse.
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Client : 		

Dutch Government Buildings Agency

Architect : 		

Gerrit Rietveld (orginal) / Greiner Van Goor (renovation)

		

Kisho Kurokawa (new build)

Disciplines : 		

Project management and cost management

		

Building physics

		

Construction Management

GFA: 		

44.000 sqm
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Dutch Institute for Image and Sound, Hilversum
At the Mediapark in Hilversum, the new Netherlands

The museum has also been equipped with an energy

Institute for Sound and Vision building has been realized.

efficient system, such as the combination of long-term
underground thermal energy storage and heat pumps.

This institute will house a large part of the Dutch
audiovisual heritage. The building provides a unique

Furthermore, a sprinkler system has been added to the

combination of functional areas, such as offices, depots,

entire building as well as an interior and exterior cleaning

auditoriums, a restaurant, a festival hall and a public area

installation

with customer spaces. The depots and commercial sections
are located in a stable indoor climate underground – a floor
area that accounts for approximately 50% of the whole
building.
Over fifty depots are equipped with special climate controls,
which include special filters, giving complete control over
the temperature, humidity and quality of the air, creating
the ideal environment for long-term storage of sensitive
audiovisual material.
The other functional areas are situated in the building
sections above ground. The festival hall can accommodate
up to 250.000 visitors a year. These visitors will be exposed
to the audiovisual world in an attractive, modern and

Client :		

Dutch Institute for Image and Sound

Architect :		

Neutelings Riedijk Architecten Rotterdam

Disciplines :		

All building services

Size :		

29.000 sqm

MEP costs : 		

€12.000.000

Development period :

2000-2005.

interactive manner through a diverse set of themed
pavilions.
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Museum Boijmans van Beuningen, Rotterdam
Museum Boijmans van Beuniningen is the main Rotterdam

We were very proud to be heavily involved in the most recent

museum, featuring works of art by Bosch, Rembrandt,

addition of the monument by the Belgian architectduo

Van Gogh, Dalí and Christo. It is one of the oldest Dutch

Robbrecht & Daem Royal HaskoningDHV provided full

museums, founded as early as 1849. The current museum

support to the museum by delivering services varying from

complex is a collaboration of different architects in different

projectmanagement, structural design, building services

times. The monumental 1928 Van der Steur building forms

and building physics.

the heart, with more recent additions by architects Bodon
(1958) and Hubert-Jan Henket (1991).

At the moment Royal HaskoningDHV consults the
museum on the new 16.000 sqm museum depot designed
by MVRDV.
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Client : 		

Museum Boijmans van Beuningen

Architect : 		

Robbrecht & Daem

Disciplines : 		

Project management

		

Structural Design

		

Building Services

		

Building Physics
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Groninger Museum, Groningen
A striking new museum, in the heart of the historical city

The Groninger Museum has successfully put Groningen

centre. Encountering resistance from its neighbours during

on the map as a touristic destination and has revitalised

the build, locals have now fully embraced the extravagant

architecture in the region. Royal HaskoningDHV was

design by a architect team led by Alessandro Mendini: the

responsible for Building Services and Building Physics.

museum has become the symbol of the city of Groningen.
The museum is situated in an old turning basis for ships and
consists of three main parts. The entrance and art depot
by Mendini, flanked by two arts pavilions, respectively by
Philippe Starck to the left and Coop Himmelb(l)au to the
right.
Especially the Coop Himmelb(l)au pavilion, shown on
the picture in the lower right corner, introduced severe

Client : 		

Groninger Museum

challenges for our engineers. Realising the architects

Architect : 		

Alessandro Mendini (head architect)

vision while maintaining a perfect indoor climate was a

		

Michele de Lucchi

		

Philippe Starck

		

Coop Himmelb(l)au

Disciplines : 		

Building Services

		

Building Physics

Investment: 		

€ 57 million

complicated puzzle. This puzzle could only be solved by
combining our knowledge with a creativity to match the
museums exterior.
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Museum het Valkhof, Nijmegen
The Valkhof Museum is located at the edge of the

In order not to diminish the experience provided by the

Valkhofpark in Nijmegen. This former Roman military camp

expositions, a unique high quality lighting and climate

was the place where Charles the Great later chose to build

control system was installed above and within the

his citadel. Nowadays, the vibrant and modern Valkhof

doublewalled curved wood ceilings. The outer walls of the

Museum of art and archaeology decorates this same site.

exposition rooms are constructed as hollow walls through
which supply air flows into the museum. These measures

Designed by Architect Ben van Berkel, this glass building

prevent fluctuations in temperature and humidity, creating

is accessible via a grand staircase and enters into the

a consistent environment for the museum pieces exhibited

museum gallery with a view of the riverside. The offices, art

on or near these walls.

depots and other workstations are situated beneath the
light display halls. Beside the galleries the museum houses

The cooling system is build within the gallery floor itself,

a coffee bar and shop.

enabling the immediate cooling of sunlight heath entering
through the fully transparent facade. The depots are
fitted with climate control systems equipped with special
filters that maintain the optimum environment for the
conservation of the museum’s artwork.
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Client : 		

Stichting Museum het Valkhof

Architect : 		

Van Berkel & Bos Architectuurbureau

Disciplines : 		

All building services

GFA : 		

6.100 sqm

MEP costs : 		

€ 2.300.000
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Central Museum, Utrecht
The Central Museum Utrecht has been renovated and

The buildings are equipped with a completely new

has been expanded with a new glass entry building. The

electrical infrastructure and are connected to a new

museum is situated at the heart of the city of Utrecht

central cooling and district heating system. In addition, a

and comprises several buildings, such as a chapel, an old

climate control system has been installed to safely keep

cloister dating from the 1920’s, the medieval wing and on

and display the museum’s valuable art collections, such

the opposite side of the courtyard the stables.

as the largest Rietveld collection on earth. Because of the

Underground passages and elevators connect the different

building diversity and high accessibility of the museum,

buildings, creating a single open-air museum and at the

extra attention was paid to security.

same time making the museum perfectly accessible to the
physically impaired.

The collections are stored in a depot situated at a separate
location in Utrecht. Major construction to the secondary
site was necessary to facilitate the art depot, such as the
installation of a new floor and elevator as well the required
installations. The depot’s climate control uses a special
filter, which guarantees an optimal storage environment
for the museum’s collection.
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Client : 		

Dienst Stadbeheer Gemeente Utrecht

Architect : 		

Stephane Beel & Lieven Achtergael Architecten Brugge

Disciplines : 		

All building services

GFA : 		

7.285 sqm

MEP costs : 		

€ 2.200.000
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Renovation & Expansion - Rotterdam Museum of National History, Rotterdam
The Rotterdam Natural History Museum is located in

In the latest building expansion a new display hall and

Villa Dijkzigt, a state monument dating from 1852 that

depots were created, which were all fitted with climate

was expanded in 1995 with a modern glass pavilion. Villa

control installations specifically designed to meet the

Dijkzigt was build by F.L. Metelaar commissioned to do so

requirements for exposition and storage of delicate

by the Van Hoboken family. The family estate “Het land

artifacts. The technical facilities of the remaining sections

van Hoboken” was situated just outside Rotterdam city

of the building, such as the office space and library, were

limits and was intended to become a summer retreat for

kept deliberately elementary and simple. Keeping in line

the family. In 1924 the city of Rotterdam acquired the land

with the original design of the villa was an important issue

and decided to retain the area’s green appearance and

during the design of the modern day installations.

transformed it into a museum park instead.
By attuning the use of available space in the different
When the Natural History museum moved into the villa

disciplines and by the incorporation of modern systems,

in 1987, a major restoration of the building was necessary.

the villa is now able to perform its current function as a

Later it also became clear that a further expansion of the

natural history museum, including all required supporting

building was necessary for the museum to perform its

functions, within an environment true to its own history.

most elementary functions.

Client : Foundation of museum of Natural History, Rotterdam
Architect : Erick van Egeraat Associated Architecten, Rotterdam
Disciplines : All building services
GFA : 750 sqm
MEP costs : € 188.000
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Rijksmuseum dependence, Schiphol Airport
On the ninth of December 2002 the Rijksmuseum

The cabinets have been designed to regulate and maintain

Amsterdam opened their newest display hall to the public

the strict conditions required for perfect conservation of

at Schiphol Airport. Rijksmuseum Amsterdam Schiphol

the paintings, creating a controlled environment with a

is a joint initiative of the Rijksmuseum Amsterdam

temperature of 20dC ± 1.5dC and a relative humidity of 51%

and the Amsterdam Airport Schiphol. The museum will

± 1.5%. In order to guarantee a consistent climate within

permanently house a select collection of artworks by

the display cabinets, the system has been implemented

various masters dating from the Golden Age, including

fully redundantly.

pieces by Jacob van Ruisdael, Pieter de Hoogh, Jan Steen,
and Rembrandt.

The dim lighting was specifically designed to evenly
illuminate the collection in the display cases. Additional
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The distinct golden box shaped museum has a floor area up

spotlights were installed in order to accentuate and

to 160 m2. Running along the entire length of the museum

highlight certain artworks. Special attention was paid to

are two display cabinets displaying several masterpieces.

optimize security for this project.

Client : 		

Amsterdam Airport Schiphol & Rijksmuseum Amsterdam

Architect : 		

Benthem Crouwel NACO

Disciplines : 		

All building services

GFA : 		

160 m2

MEP costs : 		

€540.000

Development period :

2001-2002
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For more information please contact:
Manager Business Development Arts &
Culture
T.H. (Teun) van Schijndel
E: teun.van.schijndel@rhdhv.com
M: +31 6 10 42 69 83
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Royal HaskoningDHV is an independent, international
engineering and project management consultancy.
The work of engineers can be found all around you. Our
work contributes to the sustainable development of the
communities we work in all over the world. Meaningful
solutions can only be created in collaboration with
our partners, clients and stakeholders. Together, we
deliver innovative, sustainable answers to today's world
challenges.

100
offices

35

countries

6,500
professionals

